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Starting from the left
At the junction of Bond Gate and Upper Back Street was a blacksmiths’ forge always busy from early morn to sundown every day except Sunday. The blacksmith was a pleasant fellow and didn’t mind youngsters watching him work especially when fitting the shoes amid smoke and steam from the horses’ feet as he burned the bottoms away with the red hot shoe to obtain a perfect fit. However he always maintained that spectators stood well back to be out of the range from the flying sparks from both forge and the metal he hammered into shape on the huge anvil. Next along the street was the Joseph Ellis Seed Warehouse and Yard. This place too was always a hive of industry with large horse drawn drays bearing huge sacks of grain which were hauled along on a hand operated crane to deposit the sacks into the large warehouse above the shop. The crane projected from the top floor. Then next to the warehouse were two very old cottages. I remember the last family in the one next to the “jitty”, a passage through from Bond Gate to Upper Back Street. There were two fire exits from the Hippodrome and were used when the Hippo had large audiences. The last family in the cottage mentioned were called Styles who just had one daughter. Of course next came the Hippodrome which when demolished to my mind was a real major loss to the town. I remember some first class live shows especially the ones exhibited by the Amateur Dramatics Society when queues for admission stretched well up Leicester Road. Of course along came the “Movies” followed by the “Talkies”. Next to the Hippo were two more very old cottages then we get to the original Holly Bush pub with its row of stables that stretched well up Leicester Road (locally known as the “Cutting” probably it was from the days when it was first cut through to erect the bridge over the railway changing the direction of Hinckley Road). The building that stands on the corner now was built behind the original Holly Bush which was demolished and the new modern Holly Bush took its place. However the new Holly Bush has changed into various shops and offices since. Back to the old Holly Bush where right on the corner there was a small room. It was the Smoke Room I believe and was the regular meeting place for Farmers attending the cattle market situated in Harefield Road. It had seats arranged around a large scrubbed table and only one door to the Bar. Rumours were very strong that Ladies of the Street were known to give their favours to anyone that cared to slip under the table. It was made easy because of the fact that there was only the one door and the table was huge. It apparently never needed the watchful eye of a look out because the drinks had to (be) carried from the Bar. The one window to the room was the frosted type with the brewery name etched in. 
This covers the central section of Bond Gate from Leicester Road (The Cutting) to Wheat Street.
At the bottom of the “Cutting” (Leicester Road) stood Fanny Clays’ sweet shop. It was very popular in the 20’s and early 30’s owing to the volume of passengers using Monty’s Buses and the Midland Reds. Destinations were Attleboro, White Stone, Bramcote, Burton Hastings, Wolvey, Bulkington and the long route to Coventry run by the Midland Red. There were three bus stops on that side of Bond Gate. Fanny Clays’ sold sweets, cigarettes etc. My memory of her was a grand old lady full of cheer. Next to Fannies were two small cottages. A Warren family lived in one. They were related to the Warren family who lived in Wheat Street. A Yorke family lived next door of whom I know little. Next to Yorke’s was the Observer Office and of course the printing works were situated at the rear in (I think) a building which was originally a Chapel (not too sure). This was gained by a large entrance and on the other side of this was Webbers, a high class fruiter who later moved into Queens Road next to the Public House. When Webber left Bond Gate the shop (a large double fronted) was taken over by a Mr Carter, Cycle and Gun dealer, he sold a decent catapult too. I believe he moved later into Newdigate Square. Next to Carter’s was Goadbys’ Fish and Chip shop and restaurant. There were two large rooms at the rear with tables (scrubbed tops) and chairs. These rooms were always full on Saturday night and they did a brisk service daily too (very popular). Then came a large Victorian house with a grand front door surmounted by two huge white pillars which supported a decorated canopy leading to magnificent doors. This building eventually became the offices serving the Grotto Laundry, a fair sized works at the rear. Passing the Laundry entrance we come to Johnny Botterills’ Gents Tailor. He also moved into Newdigate Square. When he left the shop was taken over by the Bond Gate Labour Club which ran back several yards along Wheat Street. So we arrive at Wheat Street.
From the left we start at the Wheat Street - Bond Gate junction. This junction has remained constant throughout the years. Lee’s butchers shop was on the corner and next door was a very small bow windowed shop which belonged to Barber Day, a cripple. He later moved his hair dressing and shaving farther along Bond Gate on the opposite side facing Rider Betts Seed Shop and Warehouse. It was next door to the Bakers shop. This was called Pikelet Paynes Bakery because he made his delicious pikelets on a large hot plate in his front shop window. Anyways back to Days little shop already mentioned. Day left this little shop and his daughter took it over and was quite successful selling confectionery. Next to this was the entrance to No. 2 Court Bond Gate which prompted this exercise originally. This Court stretched back about 75 yards and contained 5 one up one down cottages, with the communal WC and wash house. It’s hard to believe that families of 4 or 5 children actually lived in these dwellings but they certainly did. Next to the Court entry which was quite narrow was a double fronted shop quite modern in comparison to Days’. One side of the shop was a cooked meat shop and the other side sold a few fancy goods. The next shop which had not been modernised was a large double fronted hardware store that sold almost everything including the kitchen sink. It may have had a link with the huge store Parsons and Sherwin’s situated round the corner in Newdigate Street just over the bridge. Anyway it was really big in those days’ standards not being modernised. It was a real life Aladdin’s Cave. The shop next door which had been modernised was also huge with two large plate glass windows to display a large range of furniture of the day. This was later taken over by J C Smiths which was later swallowed up by Debenhams. Now right next space was what I think No. 1 Court Bond Gate because it was on the joining up with Church Street. There were several old buildings at the rear which had been put into use by Shiltons the Seed Merchants that had the next shop. The first one in Church Street. Blakeway the Registrar’s Office was the next building, at the rear was a pathway that connected to his large residence Kashta in Wheat Street. Then came the very old pub with low beamed ceilings, The King’s Head, a very quaint pub indeed. Cleavers the Saddler had a small Victorian shop with small pane bow window next door, before we get to the largest (at the time) florist in Nuneaton it was of course Robinsons. In later years it was joined by Cooke, a Market Gardener from Hinckley Road near the start of the Long Shoot. A large entry was next and at the rear of the premises was another blacksmiths forge.
All the details are taken during the 20’s and 30’s.
I believe Cleaver the Saddler had a shop in the town centre next to the old Post Office facing the George Eliot Hotel.


